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Annie Kagan is not a medium or a psychic, she did not die and come back to life; in fact, when she

was awakened by her deceased brother, she thought perhaps she had gone a little crazyIn The

Afterlife of Billy Fingers: How My Bad-Boy Brother Proved to Me There's Life After Death, Kagan

shares the extraordinary story of her after death communications (ADC) with her brother Billy, who

began speaking to her just weeks after his unexpected death.One of the most detailed and profound

ADC's ever recorded, Kagan's book takes the reader beyond the near-death experience. Billy's

vivid, real-time account of his on-going journey through the mysteries of death will change the way

you think about life. Death and your place in the Universe.In his foreword, Dr. Raymond Moody,

author of Life after Life, explains the phenomena of walkers between the worlds, known to us since

ancient times, and says that Dr. Kagan's thought-provoking account is an excellent example.
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Author Annie Kagan and her "bad-boy brother" had been somewhat estranged their entire life,

largely due to his lifelong addictions and sometimes shady lifestyle. A call from the police

department announcing her brother's death may have been unexpected, but his death was not so

surprising given that his was a life lived life on the edge. But when Billy suddenly began to

communicate with his sister from the after-life, Annie was surprised, disbelieving, and reluctant to

share this news with others.Through a series of cryptic messages from Billy that materialize in

Annie's life (and others), along with the support of a writing group, Billy convinces Annie that she

must write this book. The result is this fascinating preview of what happens when we die, one that is

both quirky and uplifting. In the genre of after-life communications this book stands out for many



reasons. But in particular, the detailed descriptions Billy offers of his after-life experiences are

`refreshing,' in that they transcend the culturally filtered images we have become somewhat

accustomed to, and reveal glorious galaxies of universal awareness and experience. For

example:"After our last visit, I was drifting through the Universe, taking in the sights, when a cosmic

wind began to circle me like a slow tornado...Then it was like someone pressed the start button on a

cosmic projector and the ring became a circular movie that's still playing all around me. What I'm

looking at is very different from any film I've seen in a theater, though. First of all, I'm suspended in

the middle of the Universe, and second the entire move is playing all at once and the images are

holographic...What's really great is that this hologram has a very special feature...My hologram is

expandable.
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